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In this paper we obtain a growth relation for entire functions of qth order with 
respect to the distribution of its zeros. We also derive certain relations between the 
qth convergence xponents of two or more entire functions. The most striking result 
of the paper is: If f (z) has at least one zero, then 
1% n(r) lim sup ~ r’3c logIL?+ II r = p(q), 
where n(r) is the number of zeros off(r) in Izl< r and 
p(q) = g.1.b. 1 a: a > 0 and 2 (log”’ r,). ^ <w. 
I I “-1 
1 
Iff(z) = CzZO a,z”, Izl < r, is an entire function 
sequence of the moduli of the zeros off(z), then 
and { rn ) ,“= , denotes the 
/ co 
p(O) = g.l.b. ‘a: a > 0 and F‘ r;” < co ’ 
I “=I i 
is defined as the convergence exponent of the zeros of f(z) (for short, the 
convergence exponent of f(z)). 
To have a more precise description of the distribution of the zeros of 
entire functions, let us consider 
p(q) = g.Z.b. (x: a > 0 and 5 (logt41rJ-rr < 00 ( , 
n=1 
where o<q< ao, log to’ x = x, logtQ1x = log(log’q-‘lx) for 0 < 
loglq-‘lx < co. 
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In analogy with the convergence xponent, p(O), off(z), p(q) will be called 
the qth convergence xponent off(z). 
Our aim in this paper is to study a growth relation for entire functions of 
qth order with respect to the distribution of its zeros. We will also derive 
certain relations between the qth convergence xponents of two or more 
entire functions. In analogy with the qth convergence xponent, p(q), off(z), 
we shall call I(q) the lower qth convergence xponent off(z). 
2 
THEOREM 1. If f (z) has at least one zero, then 
lim sup loi3 n (4 r-o3 log14+ 11 r = p(q), 
where n(r) is the number of zeros off(z) in (z 1 Q r. 
To prove this theorem we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. The series 
(2-l) 
(2.2) 
and the integral for r0 (depending on q) 2 1, 
I 
a, 
44 
r. (log[qlX)n+* Vrq-,](x) dx9 
Vrql(x) = fi logl’lx, V[-i,(X) = 1, 
i=O 
(2.3) 
converge or diverge together lya > 0. 
ProoJ A partial sum of the series (2.2) is 
I R dn(x) n(R) 1 
R 
r,, (log’q’x)” = (logtqlR)” + a 
n(x) do 
r. (log’qlx)“+ ’ vlq- ,,(x) * (2.4) 
If the left-hand side is bounded as R + co, the integral on the right-hand 
side does not exceed that on the left and hence (2.3) converges. 
Further, if (2.3) converges, we have 
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r,, f R < r, 
I 
r n(x) dx 
r. (lodq’x)“+’ qq-,](x) a 
= a-‘n(R)(logtq’R)-” 1 - ~ 
I 
\ logtq’ R { a 
i log’41 r \ I 
=a -‘n(R)(logt4’R)-“(1 -/3) 
where A = exptql(P”a logrql r), 0 < /I < 1. Hence 
n(R) = O((log’q’ R)“). 
Thus the right-hand side of (2.4) is bounded and therefore so is the left-hand 
side, that is, (2.2) converges. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 
lim sup log n(r) = 6 
t-00 logtq+” r . 
Therefore, 
n(r) = O((logtq’ r)‘+&), r>r,,E>O; 
so (2.3) and hence (2.2), in view of the above lemma, is convergent if 
01 > 6 + E. This means that p(q) < 6. 
Also, there exists an increasing sequence {rk}F=, such that 
n(rk) > (log’q1 r#-‘. 
Therefore, for R > exptq-“{ (logtq-‘I rk)2”a} (exptqlx = exp(exptq-‘lx)) 
1 
R 
4x) 
rk (log’qlx)“+’ v,q_,,(x)dx 
dx 
h n(rk)jl (log[q’x)“+’ Y,,-,,(x) 
=Cf -l(logrqlr,)“-E{(logrqlr,)-” - (log*qlR)-“} 
> (2a)-‘(log[qJrk)S-a-E , 
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which implies that the integral (2.3) and hence the series (2.2) is divergent 
for a < 6 - E. Hence p(q) > 6. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
In a similar manner, we find 
lim inf log n(r) r-m log’4+ 11 r = w* (2.5) 
THEOREM 2. Let n(r,f,), n(r,f&, n(r,$) denote, respectively, the 
number of zeros of entire functions f,(z), fi(z), f(z) each having at least one 
zero in Iz] < r. Further let A,(q), A,(q), A(q) denote the lower qth convergence 
exponents and PI(q), p2(q), p(q) the qth convergence exponents off,(z),f&), 
f(z), respectively. Then, f 
loi3 n(r,f)) - @.x3 n(r,fA)(log n(r9fi))Y’29 
for r -+ co, we have 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
and 
(qq))’ < 4(q) P*(4) 
\ A,(q) pl(q) G @(q))2- P-9 
Proof: Making use of (2.1) and (2.5) for f,(z) and f*(z), we get, for any 
E > 0 and sufficiently large r 
and 
u?) - 6 < 
log n(r, fd 
logtq+ l1 r < P*(4) + E. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Multiplying (2.9) and (2.10), we get, for any E > 0 and sufftciently large r, 
(h(q) - &M*(4) - &I < (lof3 n(r,fd)(h3 n(r9 f2)) < @ (q) + E)b (logt4+ ‘l r)* 1 2 
(q) + E) 
9 
or 
(4(q) - E)@*(q) - &I < 1 l;gm(:;c 1 z < @l(4) + E)@*(4) + E) 
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in view of condition (2.6). On proceeding to limits and making use of (2.1) 
and (2.5) for f(z), we get 
P,(q) ~2(q)l”’ <G?) </a) < ~P1(9M4)P2. 
Thus (2.7) is established. 
In order to prove (2.8) we make use of the well-known fact that if {x,) 
and { y,} are two sequences in R* (R * is the set of extended reals), then 
linm_W, y,> < 
lhn&f x, @ liT+zp yn 
< lim sup(x, y,). (2.11) 
lim inf y, @ lim sup x, n+°C n-m n-02 
Hence for large values of r, the sequences 
\ 1% n(r, f,> I 
i log[q+‘lr \ 
and \ log 46 .A) / 
I log 14t11r \ 
satisfy the conditions for (2.11) and so 
lim inf \ log n(r, fJ o log 46 f2) I 
r-rm I loglq+‘lr logrqf’lr \ 
< lim inf 1% n(r, fi) log n(r, f2> 
\ r-l~ log14+ 11 r @ “:“,“p log[9f’l r 
< lim inf log n(r, fJ log 46 f,) 
\ r-m log14t II r @ l$+y log19+ II r 
G lim sup \ log n(r, fd o log 46 .f2) i 
i-+m I 1og’q+% log’4+‘1r \’ 
or 
lim inf \ lOi% n(hf) 
r+m I log[9+‘1r i 
* G nl(q> P*(q) G lineup ) lzgn(ryf) I *, 
n*(s) P,(q) lcltllr \ 
or 
(4q))2 < k(q) P*(9) 
L A,(q) p,(q) Q @(q))23 
which proves (2.8). 
COROLLARY 1. rf n(r, f,), n(r, f,k9 n(r, f,), n(r, f) denote, respectively, 
the number of zeros of entire functions f,(z), f*(z),..., f,(z), f(z), each having 
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at least one zero in (z/ < r and A,(q), A.,(q),..., A,,,(q), I(q) denote lower qth 
convergence exponents and PI(q), p2(q),..., Pm(q), p(q) the qth convergence 
exponents offI( fz(z),..., fm(z), f(z), respectively; then, if, as r + 03 
loi3 n(c f) - {(log n(c fd)@x n(r, fd . . . (lot3 n(c f,)> I ‘lrn 
we have 
{4(q) U) -** 4?m”m G %7) <P(4) G {P,(4) PA?) ..* Pm(4)~1’m. 
This is an immediate generalization of (2.7). 
THEOREM 3. Let n(r, f,), n(r, fi), n(r,f) denote, respectively, the 
number of zeros of entire functions f,(z), f*(z), f(z) each having at least one 
zero in IzJ < r. Further, let p,(q), p2(q), p(q) denote qth convergence 
exponents and I,(q), L,(q), A(q) the lower qth convergence exponents off,(z), 
f?(z), f(z) respectively. Then, if 
log n(r, f) N log{n(r,fJ 0 n(r9f2)19 (2.18) 
we have 
qq) <h(4) + P,(q) 
U) + PI(q) G p(q)e 
(2.19) 
The result in (2.19) follows from (2.18) and the well-known fact that if 
{x,} and {y,} are two sequences in R*, then 
lim inf(x, + y,) < 
lim inf x, + lim sup yn 
“+a) n-co 
n+m lim inf y, + lim sup x, 
< liryy& + Y,). 
n-a, n-m 
THEOREM 4. Let f,(z), f2(z) be two entire functions, each having at least 
one zero in IzI < r, of qth convergence exponents p,(q), p2(q) and lower qth 
convergence exponents A,(q), A,(q) and let n(r, f,), n(r, fz) denote, respec- 
tively, the number of zeros of f,(z), f*(z) in 1 z) < r. Further, let 
Ifc and d arepnite, then t+(q) = p*(q) and A,(q) = A*(q). 
Proof If c and d are finite, (2.20) gives 
n(r,fA-n(r9f2)=W) 
(2.20) 
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when r -+ co and so, 
as r+ 00. Hence 
P,(4) sup log 46 f,) SUP log n(r,Jz) P&) 
f4(9) = !!! inf logrq+‘lr = !i! inf logrq+‘lr =A>(q), 
which proves the theorem. 
